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Let P be a class of graphs; a graph P with vertex set V is locally P-homogeneous 
if whenever lJ c V and the vertex subgraph < U) lies in P, then each automorphism 
of <U) extends to an automorphism of P. Let C be the class of connected graphs, 
Q the class of cones, R the class of “rakes”; we classify locally finite, locally 
C-homogeneous graphs, and prove that a locally finite, locally (Q u R)-homo- 
geneous graph is either locally C-homogeneous, or is the Levi graph of the seven- 
pomt projective plane. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
We study undirected, locally finite, loopless graphs T, with vertex set 
V = VT, edge set T L V x V, and automorphism group Am T = G. If 
U c V, then the vertex subgraph <Uj has vertex set U and edge set 
(U x U) n l? If d c I’ is a symmetric relation on V, then the edge subgraph 
d has edge set A, its vertex set being the domain of A, that is all endpoints of 
edges in A. 
We have a natural metric 8 on the set V. Set 
We usually write F(u) := F1(u). d denotes the diameter of I’, that is d := 
sup{i : ri # D}. The girth of T is the length of the shortest circuit in T, and 
is denoted by g. 
We write KT for the complete graph on T vertices, Kk,k for the complete 
bipartite graph of valency k, Kkkv for the complete t-partite graph with blocks 
of size T, Cn for the circuit of length n, OS for Petersen’s graph, QV for the 
k-dimensional cube, Th for the (infinite) regular tree of valency k > 2. 
If F is a graph and t is any cardinal number, then t . T denotes the disjoint 
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union of t copies of r’, and L(r) denotes the line graph of IY If r, LI are 
graphs with VT I-I F’L! = a, then I’ u Ll denotes the graph on the vertex 
set VT u VA, with edge set I’ u /I. ok is the graph which results when one 
identifies antipodal vertices of Qk ; thus q S LX & , r& g I&,~ . (2 9 K~+I)~PI 
is the unique bipartite two-fold antipodal covering of KL+I [6], more common- 
ly constructed by deleting the edges of a one-factor from Kt+I,t+I . 
A graph is l?olTzogeneoL!s if whenever iJI , Uz L V are such that the induced 
subgraphs (UJ, ( z) lJ ’ are isomorphic, then every isomorphism from ( UI) to 
<U& extends to an automorphism of F. 
Infinite homogeneous graphs (relational structures) were introduced by 
Fraisse [3] and were studied further in [7-111. Finite homogeneous graphs 
were studied by Sheehan [13]. 
It is elementary to show that for any homogeneous graph I’, and any 
vertex z! E V, (r+j) is also homogeneous. In [4] we classified (locally finite) 
hamogeneous graphs. 
THEOREM 1. A locally$nite homogeneous graph is isomorphic to one of the 
following: t ’ KT (t, Y > l), Kiiv (t, r > 2), C5 , L(K&. 
The restriction to locally finite graphs is vital here, since Rado’s remarkable 
universal graph [12] is also homogeneous [7]. 
A graph T is IocalIy homogeneous if whenever lJ L V, each automorphism 
of (iJ) extends to an automorphism of I’. Clearly r is locally homogeneous 
if and only if the complement P of r is locally homogeneous. Moreover 
every homogeneous graph is locally homogeneous. 
By adapting the arguments of [4] slightly, one can in fact classify locally 
homogeneous graphs [5]; one obtains only homogeneous graphs. 
THEOREM 2. The following conditions on a locally finite graph I’ are 
equivalent: (i) I’ is homogeneous, (ii) r is locally homogeneous, (iii) I’ is 
isomorphic to one oft . KT (t, r > l), KtGF (t, r 2 2), C5 , L(K&. 
Theorems 1 and 2 may also be viewed as corollaries of Theorem 3. 
A graph r is loc~~lly C-homogeneous if whenever lJ L V and <U) is connec- 
ted, each automorphism of (U) extends to an automorphism of r. A locahy 
homogeneous graph is locally C-homogeneous. The complement of a locally 
C-homogeneous graph is not necessarily locally C-homogeneous; however, 
if ris locally C-homogeneous, then, for each u E V, (I’(u)} is locally C-homo- 
geneous. We prove 
THEOREM 3. (ZI) A connected locally$nite graph is locally C-homogeneous 
lj-and only if it is isomorphic to one of the following: 
IG (r > I), I&. (t, r > 9, G @ > 51, Ws,J (s 2 31, OS, (2 . IG+&-l ff 2 31, 
Tt Ct > 21, t.L , WY) Ct 2 3. 
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(b) A disconnected locally $nite graph is locally C-homogeneous $-and 
oniy if each of its connected componets is locally C-homogeneous. 
The assumption that r is locally C-homogeneous is unacceptably restric- 
tive. The methods used for the proof of Theorem 3 ahow one to weaken this 
condition in various ways, none of which is very satisfactory; however, we 
give one example. 
A graph r is a cone if V = {u] u T(u), for some u E V; I’ is a rake if it is 
a tree of the form 
forsomei- 1. 
A graph is locally cone homogeneous (resp. locally tree homogeneous3 
locally rake homogeneous) if whenever U L V and <Uj is a cone (resp. a tree, 
a rake) then each automorphism of { ?I) extends to an automorphism of IY 
If r is a locally cone homogeneous graph, then for each u E V, (r(u)) is 
locally homogeneous and so is known from Theorem 2; however it is not 
clear how to classify all such graphs F. But if we restrict attention to graphs 
which are also locally rake homogeneous, then our proof yields the following 
result. 
THEOREM 4. A connected locally $nite graph which is locally cone homo- 
geneous and locally rake homogeneous is either locally C-homogeneous, or 
the Levi graph of the seven-point projective plane. 
We end this section with some basic facts about distance-transitive and 
distance-regular graphs. 
A graph T is distance transitive if for each i > Q, G acts transitively on the 
set Pi . A graph F is distance regular if for each i, 0 < i < of, and for any 
(24 4 E ri 
1 rcvj n ri-l(uji = ci , 1 qvj n ricuji = ai , ! u4 f3 c.+da = bi 
depend only on i (c,, and bd being undefined). A distance-transitive graph is 
necessarily distance regular. A distance-regular graph I’ has intersection 
array 
t(T) := {bO, bI ,..., bd-1 ; ~1 > cz ,..., ~1, 
which includes the ai’s implicitly since cd + ai + bi = bO , 1 < i < d, and 
cd + ad = bO ; (a distance-regular graph r is regular of valency bO). A 
distance-regular graph I’ is an@odaZ if {{u} u F&L): u E Vj is a partition of 
V, (that is, I’0 u rd is an equivalence relation on V). With each antipodal 
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distance-regular graph we can associate an antipodal quotient graph 
r/(r,, u TJ, whose vertices are the equivalence classes of r,, u J’d [6]. q 5 
is the antipodal quotient of Q5 ; the vertices of q 5 may be labeled with the 
16 bipartitions of {I, 2, 3,4, 5}, two partitions {A, Bj, {A’, B’J corresponding 
to adjacent vertices whenever the symmetric differences klA’, BAB’ each 
consists of one (and the same) element. 
The basic facts about distance-regular graphs may be found in [2]; in 
particular we use the results of Hoffman-Singleton, Dammerell, Bannai-Ito 
on (k, g)-graphs, which are conveniently presented in [2, Chap. 231. 
If u E V, then GU and GtU] denote, respectively, the pointwise and setwise 
stabilizers of U in G; if U = {ul, uz ,..., Us}, then we simply write G7h1Uz...U 
and Gul,u2,.. +I , =vectiv+. 
& denotes the symmetric group on t symbols; DSn denotes the dihedral 
group of order 2n. 
2. PROOF OF MAIN RESULTS 
Each proof is by induction. If r is locally C-homogeneous, then (r(u)) is 
also locally C-homogeneous, for each u F V. Thus to prove Theorem 3 we 
show essentially (i) that if r is locally C-homogeneous, then (T(U)) occurs in 
the list of Theorem 3, and (ii) that if (P(U)) occurs in the list of Theorem 3, 
then so does l7 
LEMMA 1. A disconnected graph is locally C-homogeneous (locally cone- 
homogeneous, etc.) if and only f each of its connected components is locally 
C-homogeneous (locally cone homogeneous, etc.). 
LEMMA 2. If I’ is locally cone homogeneous, then for each u E V (F(u)) is 
locally homogeneous. 
Pro05 Let u E V, U c r(u); each automorphism of <lJ) corresponds to a 
unique automorphism of the cone ({u) u U) fixing u (and so leaving T(u) 
invariant), and each automorphism of ({uj u U) extends to an automorphism 
of J’. Hence each automorphism of (U) extends to an automorphism of 
ma. 
LEMMA 3. If I’ is a connected Iocally cone homogeneous graph and G = 
Aut r, then G acts transitively on V, andfor each u E V Gu acts transitively on 
F(u). If (T(u)) is disconnected, then it is the disjoint union of isomorphic 
complete graphs. If <I’(u)) is comzected, then it has diameter at most two 
ProoJ If u E V, then G contains elements interchanging u with each of its 
neighbors (& is a cone); the G-orbit containing u thus contains r(u). Hence 
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each G-orbit on V is a union of connected components of IY Similarly each 
GU-orbit on F(u) is a union of connected components of (r(u)). If q, 
v2 g W4 ad vz E r2C~J, then GL,vl,u2~ contains an element fixing u and 
interchanging v1 and Q ; hence GU acts transitively on r(u). If us E r(u) n 
r2Cd, then %,~~,~2,~~~ contains an element fixing u and v1 and interchanging 
v2 and us ; thus if (r(u)) is disconnected, each comrected component has 
diameter one and so is a complete graph. If (r(u)) is connected with diameter 
greater than two, then choose v1 , v2 E r(u) with v2 at distance three from v1 
in (r(u)); choose v8 E r(v2) n r(u) at distance two from v1 in <r(u)). Then 
no element of G[U,U1,V2,V8~ can interchange v2 and vs. Hence (r(u)) has 
diameter at most two. 
To classify locally C-homogeneous graphs we look for the smallest class 
of locally C-homogeneous graphs which contains all the graphs t . K,. (r > 1) 
and which is closed with respect to “extension” in the sense that if (r(u)) is 
in the class for some u E V, then r is also in the class. By Lemma I we may 
restrict attention to connected graphs. 
LEMMA 4. If r is a connected graph such that for each u E V (r(u)) g 
2 . Kl , then either r G Tz , or r G Cn for some n > 4. 
LEMMA 5. If r is a connected graph such that for each u E V (F(u)) s 
t . Kl , t > 3, then one of the following holds: 
(i) r e && , (ii) r z (2 . Kt+& with l(r) = {t, t - 1, I : 1, t - 1, t}, 
(iii) F z OS , (iv) re q 6 , (v) rg Tt , (vi) r is the Levi graph of the 
seven-point projective plane, (vii) r is not locally rake homogeneaus. 
ProoJ Assume F is locally rake homogeneous. If F is acyclic, then r is an 
infinite, regular, t-valent tree. Suppose next that I’ has girth g 2 5 with 
g=2i or 2i+ 1. Then if u 0 := U, U$ E r$(u) n r(uiP1), 0 <j < d, then 
chl > Ul >.**, Us} u r(q)) is a rake, 0 <j < d, so GUOU1...Uj acts transitively on 
r(uJ - {ujP1}, 0 <j < d, whence i = d and r is a (t, g)-graph. If g is odd, 
then F s OS (the putative graph of valency t = 57 and diameter d 1 2 is not 
distance transitive [I], and if r is the Hoffman-Singleton graph then GU z &‘, 
~0, f-or w u-1 E &J - ~4 G+uoul cannot induce the full automorphism 
group & on the rake ({uPI, u,, , ul} u r(q))). 
Suppose g is even. If g > 8 pick u~+~ E r(uJ - {u&, ud+2 E r(ud+J n 
r&u), u c r(ud+J - {Us , u~+~}; then no element of GUOU1...Ud+l can inter- 
change u~+~ and v. Hence g = 6 and r is the Levi graph of a projective 
plane; since GU acts transitively on rz(u) the collineation group acts doubly 
transitively on the points of the plane, so the plane is Desarguesian. Eut then 
G = Aut r is the extension of PFL(3, t - I) by the “inverse-transpose” 
automorphism; now Aut r acts transitively on paths of length Sour in I’, but 
G U0U1U2U8 only induces the full symmetric group on r(ua) - {u2j when t = 3. 
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Thus we may assume that I’ has girth g = 4. Now GU acts transitively on 
T*(u), 50 for w E rz(~)] r(w) n .r(z& = es d oes not depend on the choice of w. 
Moreover GU induces the full symmetric group si on I’(U), so each cz-subset 
of T(U) corresponds to some vertex of rz(u). Hence 
so c2 = t, t - I, or 2. If C~ = t, then r z &. If cz = l ~ 1, then 
1 T*(u)1 = t and for each w E rJ(u), (r(w)) g t . ICI, so 1 r3(u)i = 1 rg 
(2 . Kt+J-r . Thus we may assume cz = 2, t 2 4, so we have ecmahty in (2.1) 
and each 2-subset of T(U) corresponds to a unique vertex of Fg(u). Let 
w E rz(u) and suppose that we can choose x E rz(zf) C-I r(w). Then GUUW acts 
transitively on r(w) - T(U), so r(w) - I’(U) C T*(U) and d = 2. Now 
GtUjU(P(tL),+-(W)) fixes w and induces the full symmetric group &, on I’(U) - 
r(w), so each 2-subset of T(U) - r( w corresponds to a vertex of r(w) n ) 
F*(u). Hence ($*) < t - 2, so t = 5 , ~ Vi = 16,(rz(~))~ &,andI’s &,. 
Thus we may assume r(w) CI rz(zl) = a. Choose x E I’(w) n T3(uJ Then 
GUVWz acts transitively in (Y(x) n rz(~)) - I’(U). But Gtioaz fixes T(U) n 
r(w) =: {u, ~‘1, T(u’) n r(x) =: {w, w’], and r(x) n T(d) =: {w, w”}. Hence 
r(x) f-l r*(u) = { w, w’, w”}. Since t > 4 we may choose y E r(x) - rz(u); 
but then no element of GU,UU>z can interchange w” and JJ so we have a contra- 
diction. 
Observe that the Levi graph of the seven-point projective plane is locally 
cone homogeneous, but not locally tree homogeneous since GtL does not 
induce the full automorphism group A’2 j & on F&U). 
LEMMA 6. If T is a connected graph such that for each u E V (T(u)) E 
t . KY (t, r > 2), then rz L(?-‘& rs L(KF+I,Y+J, or r is not both 
locally cone homogeneous and locally rake homogeneous. 
Pi~00J Let r(g = ul u Uz u ... u Ut be the decomposition of r(u) 
into connected components. For each v E V, GV induces the full group of 
automorphisms on vertex subgraphs of (F(o)) isomorphic to t . ICI or 
(f - I) . ICI u & . Hence GU acts transitively on the set of all vertex sub- 
graphs of (r(u)) isomorphic to j . KI , for each j, 1 <j < t. Moreover if 
v G r(u), then GU,V acts transitively on I’(u) n rz(u), so GU acts transitively on 
rz(ti). Thus for w E rz(u), 1 r(w) n r(u)1 = cz is independent of the choice 
of w. But GU acts transitively on the set of vertex subgraphs cz . ICI of (r(u)), 
so each such subgraph corresponds to a vertex of r2(u). Hence 
so c* < 2. 
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Suppose c2 = 2. Then we have equality in (2.2), so each subgraph 2 . K1 of 
(T(U)) corresponds to a unique vertex of rz(z~). Choose vv E rz(zl) and let 
I’(U) n T(W) = {v, v’}. Now {T(w) n I’(v’) n T2(u)) LX Krpl so choose 
,X E rz(u) n T(D’) n r(w). If Xc r(w) - (T(U) n T(U)) is such that x E X 
and (X) G j . K1 , for some j > 1, then ({u, z), PV] u X) is a rake, so A’ G 
rz(u). IIence d = 2. If t > 3, then GUUw acts transitively on (I - (T(U) n 
r(v))) = (t - 2) . KY u KT-l , which is evidently impossible. IIence t = 2, 
so r = L(A) is a line graph; ,4 is bipartite of diameter two, girth four, 
valency r + 1, so r = L(KT+l,V+l). 
Suppose cz = I. We show that t = 2. §uppose on the contrary that t > 3. 
Let u = : ~~~ , and z++~ E ~(uJ n Pj+l(~), 0 <j < d. Now GU acts transitively 
on J’(U) and rz(u). We show that r is distance transitive. Suppose GU acts 
transitively on T?(U). Choose z E r?&); then 1 r(z) n rj+l(~)] = bj is indepen- 
dent of the choice of z. In particular ifj < d, then bj # 0. For any X c ~(uJ - 
(T(z+~) u {u-~}) such that (X) g (t - 1) . K1, GUOtcX...Uj acts transitively on 
A’. It follows that if j < d, then b, = tr - r and GUOU1...Uj acts transitively on 
T(uJ n I’&& h ence GU acts transitively on rj+l(~) and .r is distance 
transitive. Choose any nonadjacent vertices u~+~ , z&+~ E ~(u,J - (T(u~-~) u 
{u,,-~]). Let D be the unique vertex (a) in rd-l(~d+J n T(u) if u~+~ E rd(u), 
(b) in F&u~+~) n J’(U) if u~+~ E Tdpl(u); choose U’ E T(U) C-J T(U). Then 
(v’, u,, , u1 ,..., u~+~ , u~+J is a rake, but no element of GQ,UOU1,..Ud can inter- 
change u~+~ and u;+~ . Thus t = 2 so r = L(d) is a line graph, and A has 
girth y > 5, or A is acyclic so A z Tr+l . Assume A has finite girth. 
Now cz = 1, so the bipartition r(u) = U1 u Uz induces a bipartition 
rz(u) = V1 u Vz , such that if Us E I’< , then r(vJ n T(u) C Ui , i = I, 2; 
further ] T(u~) n Vi 1 = r - 1. Since cz = I and (F(Q) s 2 * &. , we have 
either r(vJ n rs(~) c Vi and y > 6, or [ F(Q) n r2(ti)i = r and y = 5. 
Choose .x~ E U1 , x2 E Uz ; if vl E V1 n r(xJ, vz E (Vz n T(x~)) - F(v& then 
Gc U,zl,sz,O1,tig~ contains an element interchanging x1 and x2 , v1 and V~ . Since 
r > 2, it follows that GssUX acts transitively on r(xJ n T2(u); hence G acts 
transitively on paths of len&h four in A. Similarly if A has girth y > 2i, then 
G acts transitively on paths of length 2i in A. But this forces either r = 1, 
A z Cn for some rz, or y < 4. Thus the lemma is proved. 
L(KT+l,Y+l) is locally C-h omogeneous, since connected vertex subgraphs of 
UK+1,r+J correspond in a one-to-one fashion to connected edge subgraphs 
of J%+LM > and if F is a subset of edges of Kv+l,v+l , then each automorphism 
of F extends to an automorphism of KT+l,T+l . 
LEMMA 7. If r is a connected graph such that for each u E V (T(u)) s 
Kiir(t, T 2 2), then T g Kf+l;r . 
Proox Choose v E T(u). Then T(u) n r2(u) = {Us ,..., Us}, say. NOW 
(J’(v)) s KtiT so for each 1~ E r(u) n T(u) we have {Us ,..., ~~1 c r(w). Since 
(r(u)) is connected we obtain r(ui) = r(u), 2 < i < r, KJ I’= lCt+liT . 
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LEMMA 8. If F is a connectedgraph such that for each u E v (T(u)} g Kt 
(= K&, then T s Kt+I . 
LEMMA 9. If T is a connected graph such that for each u E v (T(u)) s ,yn , 
then one of the following holds: (i) n = 3, Tg Ka, (ii) n = 4, rG KSiz , 
(iii) n = 5y Ts (2.K& (the icosahedron), (iv) n > 6 and I’ is not locally cone 
homogeneous. 
PI-oo$ (i) and (ii) follow from Lemmas 8 and 7, respectively. (iv) follows 
from LeArnma 2 since, for n > 6, Cn is not locally homogeneous. Assume 
n = 5 and (r(u)) G C5 ; for each v E r(u) we have (r(v)) g c5, so 
ux24~ z c5 , I rda = 1, re (2 . m2 . 
LEMMA IO. If T is a connected graph such that for each u E V (T(u)) g 
L(K&, then T is the graph (2 . K&J4 with L(T) = {9, 4, 1; I, 4? 9}. 
I+oo$ For v E r(u), qyvj n rcujj g 2 .Kz. If w E qvj n quj, then 
since (r(v)) z L(K& we have (r@) n r@) n r(v)) g 2 . KI . Moreover 
for each W’ E r&), (r(w’) n T(u)) s CJ SO 1 I’&)1 = 9 .4/4 = 9. But 
(T(w)) g L(K&, (T(w) n I+)) s 2 . Kz, etc.. Thus we see that r(w) n 
r2(u) 2 W, where ( W) g 2 . Kz, and rcwj - qzL) = wu {d} with 
W c r(u’). In particular 1 rS(u)l < 1, 1 r(w) n r&)1 > 4. If W' E W, then 
r(w’) - r(u) 2 W’ with (W’) G 2 . Kz and (r(w’) - P(u)) Z {roV) - 
r(u)). Hence r(w’) - r(u) = W’ u {u’]. Continuing in this fashion we see 
that rzcuj = r(dj, {d} = qg, crzw g L&d, rs (2 . Kloj4 ; (it is 
elementary to show that there is only one twofold antipodal cover of ,Yr,, with 
the given intersection array). 
The graph (2 * K1& is distance transitive. This is due to the fact that Aut 
K10 contains a subgroup isomorphic to SG which is doubly transitive on the 
IO vertices; & has a nonsplit central extension & with center of order 2 which 
is realized as a section of PlYL(2, 9); $ has a subgroup isomorphic to S3 2 SZ 
of index 20 and r s (2 . K& is a generalized Cayley graph on the cosets of 
such a subgroup. Thus a vertex stabilizer GU induces the full automorphism 
group on (r(M)) z W&J, so the graph is locally cone homogeneous. 
Similarly the graph (2 . K& is locally cone homogeneous. However, neither 
graph is locally rake homogeneous, since each graph contains a path of 
length four on which only the identity automorphism is induced; further both 
(2 . K& and (2 . K&r contain vertex subgraphs of the form 
with w’ E PZ(u), x c TX(u), so no element of GUVW can interchange w’ and X. 
Thus neither graph is locally C-homogeneous. 
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LEMMA 11. None of the graphs Tt(t > 2), L(TJ(l 2 2), 03, q S, 
(2 . Kt+I)t-I (t > 2), Cn (n > 6), L(KtJ (t 2 4), is /ocdly homogeneous. 
ProoJ This follows from Theorem 2, but we give a separate proof so that 
Theorem 2 may be deduced as a corollary of Theorem 3. 
(b) OS contains a vertex subgraph isomorphic to 3 . & on which 
Aut OS E Ss does not induce the full automorphism group & z Sz . 
(c) If .Fg q lsc and u s V, then (T(U)) s Osc; but OS is not locally 
homogeneous by (b), so neither is Osc. Hence q SC is not locally homogeneous, 
so neither is Us . 
(d) L[Kt,t) (l > 4) contains a vertex subgraph isomorphic to 2 . C4 on 
which Aut L(K& s St { Ss does not induce the full automorphism group 
42%. 
Proofof Theorem 3 (resp. Theorem 4). If I’ is locally C-homogeneous 
(resp. locally cone homogeneous and locally rake homogeneous), then 
<T(U) B is locally homogeneous and the sequence r =: I’l, <F(uJ) =: F, 
(r2(U2)) =: r3,... must terminate with a complete graph KY . Thus the class 
of graphs required is the smallest class of locally C-homogeneous graphs 
(resp. locally cone homogeneous and locally rake homogeneous graphs) 
which contains the graphs KT and which is closed with respect to “extension.” 
This class must then contain all graphs listed in Theorem 3 (resp. Theorem 4), 
and Lemmas 4 through 11 imply that this list is complete. 
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